
 

Poetry Saying 

George Quasha has a poetic way of saying what is so and isn’t so and is something else. Which can 
confuse and irritate readers preferring to rest on the laurels of understanding and knowledge. His 
poetry will have none of it, and his poetry will have all of it, certainty trembling in a turn of word or 
phrase a line or poem later, leaving the reader coming and going in a syntactic and semantic tug of 
war that has no winner unless we loosen readerly expectations of grasping after knowing as stable 
and lasting. 

To read Quasha’s books of preverbs is to read in a state of suspended animation and arbitration, a 
self-mockery that is both annihilation and preservation. He refers to his process as axiality which “is 
not a thing: not a philosophy; not a religion; not an aesthetic; in short, not itself any of the many 
ways that can be used to understand it. It's more like a space...”1  

Reading any volume of his preverbs is akin to trying to remember a dream upon waking or holding 
water in your hand. Slippage in understanding is inevitable. Looking too closely yields shimmers of 
conclusiveness which are subject to change. Best to look askew. 

Nothing is the way it’s always been said. 
Working language means cutting through to secret holdings.2 

 
Best to read by alternating the lobe reserved for reading with the lobe that generates dreams. His is a 
poetry of the corpus callosum, the meeting place of brain hemispheres, a hub for sensing, an axis 
mundi of the many parts of ourselves. His is a cyclical poetry of proprioception meeting pulse 
meeting listening meeting word meeting proprioception and onward and onword. 

We’re here for the ride but who knew such fractals.... 
Every tongue tip waves particle internals eternal, so to say. 
Stuttering mouth quakes its own evolution. 3  

What is known shines as true for a moment, the beacon shifting with a consequent breath, word, 
line, or stanza. Nothing stays or says as so for long. Poems abound in word play not for the sake of 
trickery, but as a way to highlight shifts in language and being always taking place moment to 
moment, making what may otherwise go unnoticed noticeable. 

Our proprioceptions are too subtlebodied to track fully conscious, all wise open.4 

Consciousness is tricky business and he games the system by naming and pulling the curtain aside to 
reveal the moves within mind which includes language with its undertow. What’s left is balancing 



between looking at and looking away, concentrating and wandering off, consciousness conversing 
with the unconscious.  

Preverbs balance between poles, in the friction and tension between space that is empty and space 
that is full, between saying something is so through words that define and showing those same 
words faltering under the weight of their defining constraints. Words hold a place on the line and 
then loosen up. His poetry lives where constructs of meaning come and go, where words write him 
onto a line and definitions slide. The dream evaporates, water drips from the hand, and words or 
lines meaning one thing assume new meaning. It’s not that his language refuses to say. In fact, they 
excel again and again in declarative lines that espouse insights, but it’s a reach that delivers the goods 
while also questioning the delivery. 

Every phrase becomes suspect. Declarations acknowledge shortcomings while asserting otherwise. 

The strangeness of impossible naming is inescapable.5 

Every phrase asserts its note, then backs away, coming forth anew soon after, a complete cycle, 
creation in the process of creating. Words rise up from the silence, from the dream of a body tuned 
to the subtleties of proprioception. Stanzas unfold a gnostic passage in continual sequential making 
and unmaking as potent as a breath and as lasting. 

Preverbs create an open space like what occurs in improvisation where creating requires no 
anticipation, no preplanning, only showing up ready to manifest impulses. This open space is 
available in meditation when thought falls away, the conceptual and critical mind quiets, and the 
soundless hum sounds tranquility. A similar space is found in the trained body worker’s hands who 
enters the field of a client’s body and lands upon the skin to listen without judgement to what the 
body transmits. Here is the axial space where energies both static and in motion converge and a self 
aware of itself looks by looking away, and a poet writes by letting the writing have its way with him, 
the motion of linguality allowing quiescence.   

Here I enter a site where I can negotiate with words for the release of mind. 
Explaining the text is like complaining to God. 
 
It hurts to word it. 
Everything said has chargeback to the body.6 

Axiality might also go by the name of the “still point,” a term used by osteopaths to refer to the 
temporary cessation of the craniosacral rhythm of the spine, a profound rest that instigates healing 
and perception of wholeness. Preverbs show a similar oscillating of rhythms, words vibrating with 
syntactic and semantic shifts. Preverbs reveal a wholeness that arises out of deep language listening, a 



focus poised on an edge of emergence, an awareness and reliance on language along with recognizing 
its unreliability and mutability. 

Quasha’s preverbs live in a space of presence where everything quivers with impermanence. Any 
reflective process is partial. Lines admit as much, a prevalence of paradox. Engage with the path of 
his words but prepare, too, for disorientation which leads to a new orientation.  

First comes unreading ending rereading with reading between.7 

He is continually falling down the rabbit hole, welcoming the free fall of awareness in writing that 
sustains an axial consciousness.  

The eye with which it sees the page is the eye with which the poem sees you. 
It can’t stop paraphrasing itself.8  

The process of writing preverbs calls for a centering of body, speech, and mind, an ego aligning with 
personal and collective influences and surrendering to the upwelling of language. While writing, he 
lives on the poetic line, the writing moving through him as if channeled. Words speak up on the 
line and tell him (and us) what is so before the line moves everyone along. He is a willing participant 
in the liberating power of poetry as a form at home with mutability and the ineffable.  

As I was writing the words said this is where life knows it takes place through me. 
Sudden turmoil, another meaning’s rippling across everything I’ve ever laid pen to. 
I’m surfacing. Resurfacing. New face facing up. Surfing for face.9 

The relative self with a specific body and identity bow down to universal principles. He recognizes 
self not as a noun but a verb. The body of his texts show  selfing, a moment to moment generating 
of subtleties of self through language. Interestingly, Quasha regularly refers to the poetic urge and 
sometimes the poems themselves as feminine. I can’t help but think about the shekinah, the 
feminine appearance of the divine, a godly upwelling, the immanence or fleshing out of the 
immaterial, for him breath and energy manifesting as word. This feminine poetic impulse is 
presented with sensual and sexual overtones. 

Using your lingual reflex she lassoes your linguality well nigh bronco busting. 
The tongue gets kicked around no matter what.10 

Rather than assign the feminine the traditional sense of feeling (versus masculine thinking), I put 
forth the feminine as embodying being. Being has no plan other than to exist, to flow and arise, 
urging his tongue wrap around the flux of words. The feminine stands in contrast with the repetitive 
structure of the more masculine declarative lines and their appearance of stable knowing. The 
tension and play between them generates axiality. A precarious knowing and balance occurs in the 



between space, the liminal that is constantly shifting. 

The feminine/masculine interplay also correspondends to the left and right side of the brain. A 
similar interplay between hemispheres occurs with the two-handed technique Quasha employs for 
his acrylic dakini series that serve as the covers for his volumes of preverbs.  

So much depends upon his lines in constant tussle for positioning, the drone of repetition and 
embrace of opposites generating a restlessness that creates rest. They suggest, too, a unitive 
consciousness where differentiating subject from object and the poet from the poems becomes 
difficult. Preverbs seek knowing through unknowing, being through misdirection and redirection, a 
koanic path that leads nowhere and everywhere. 

Preverbs get by through continually unsaying the sayable. Opposites attract in his lines and “hold 
the void but shapely.”11 Preverbs take us on a pursuit of the unachievable, pointing out the efficacy 
and deficiency and defiance and celebration of poetry. The way into his poems is a way out of 
poetry and back into something new. They are distinctively Quasha poking holes in poetry and 
bowing deeply. 
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